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Round in a Square 
An Elegant Seat

Suitable for both sitting and lying 
with shape and strength. The design 
is originated from the calligraphy of 
regular script, integrating both the 
square and round shapes.
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Behave with integrity and modesty. The Regular Series includes 
single/double/triple combination that is rigorous and orderly, 
showing the beauty of order just as the saying goes “Nothing 
can be accomplished without norms or standards.”

The Square Design Constructs the Beauty of Spatial Order
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The left and right ends of 
the desk are configured 
with 3-drawer cabinet and 
long cabinet respectively, 
making files, books, office 
supplies and personal 
belongings neatly out of 
sight and properly kept. 

Elegant style 

Simple style

The office style can be more than one type. 
The Elegant style integrates natural elements 
into the wood decorations, making you feel 
the elegance and grace at the first glance; 
the Simple style uses single color to show 
fashion without extra efforts, showing the 
minimalist nature of business.  

Dual Style Showing Different “Business Models”
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Mapping out strategies and preparing for the 
momentum, the intelligent decision is thus born.
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Material 

Specification

SK60.3
2170*830*910*430(mm)

SK60.1
1200*830*910*430(mm)

SK60.1
1200*830*910*430(mm)

SK60.2
1780*830*910*430(mm)

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

SK61.2
1780*830*910*430(mm)

SK61.3
2170*830*910*430(mm)

Wood-plastic Sofa Feet

Black

TP-PV50 TP-PV29TP-PV10 TP-PV12 TP-PV52TP-PV14

Imitation Leather

Half Leather

W-29BW-18B W-15A W-24B

Wood Veneer 

ZP9817 ZP553 ZP2440ZP9815ZP9922ZP201

Technology for energy and precision for fashion. 
Ferrari-grade Duerkopp embossed lines highlight the 
craftsmanship through a single needle and thread, defining 
a new aesthetic for elite offices.

Light Luxury Embossed Lines Show Distinguished Taste




